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Great resources
for little gears
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Technology and investment on personnel for high quality mechanisms

F

orty years of activity celebrated
just now, for a story made of deep
knowledge and continuous evolution.
Specialized in the creation of small gears and of special precision mechanisms, Microingranaggi is living through a decisively positive moment. The
mechanics workshop in Buccinasco, in
fact, has known over the years how to
stay at the top of its sector. “We have
had the ability of marrying the best of

in fact, reached through clients or directly, represent today the best opportunity. For this reason Microingranaggi works very hard to spread its own
brand, participating in international
trade fairs and taking advantage of
channels such as internet and the social network. “In fact, we lives the more and more thanks to relationships, as
long as the substance, that is the product, is valid”. The pride and joy of the

control. All this without forgetting that
the most precious resource is personnel. “In any company, it is the people
who make the difference”. And just
for this, Microingranaggi invests heavily in training: last year it actually held
14 training courses and it is still hiring,
thereby giving a signal which goes
against the trend with respect to the
asphyxiated national situation. “We do
not wish to renounce investments on

structure at Buccinasco are the technical design office, the quality control
measurement department (which also
does measurements for third parties),
and the assembly department, created
as a result of the increasing request
from the market for subjects able to
handle pre-assemblage processes for
the components. Continual technological updating plays a fundamental role for a company which makes quality
of the product its distinguishing characteristic. In December, for example,
a machine that does automatic measuring was installed in the factory to allow for the further improvement of
the checking standards for product

several fronts, including employment,
because it is in our Dna and because, - concludes Garavaglia – fortunately, demand for our products is strong.
The sector in general is showing some
timid positive signals but we are coming out of a period of years in which
many companies, as a consequence
reflecting the difficulties encountered,
have run to cut down spending, which
then reflects on quality. This is a tendency which we, luckily, have never
been forced to adopt. We have continued with our usual philosophy, which
is the opposite, and never, as much as
in the present, can we say that we have
truly made the right choice”.

The team
mechanical tradition and the most innovative of technologies – underlines
the owner, Stefano Garavaglia – often ahead of time. We have built, according to the input of the market, a
complete structure which allows us today to be competitive on many fronts,
offering customized products for applications in the most varied of sectors”. The company operates mainly
on the Italian market with clients who
are mostly experienced exporters. But
Microingranaggi has been acquiring
also an ever greater number of places
on the most competitive foreign markets such as, for example, Germany
and Switzerland. Foreign countries,
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